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Abstract

Considerable evidence indicates that ethanol acts on specific

residues in the transmembrane domains of glycine receptors

(GlyRs). In this study, we tested the hypothesis that the

extracellular domain is also a target for ethanol action by

investigating the effect of cysteine substitutions at positions 52

(extracellular domain) and 267 (transmembrane domain) on

responses to n-alcohols and propyl methanethiosulfonate

(PMTS) in a1GlyRs expressed in Xenopus oocytes. In support

of the hypothesis: (i) The A52C mutation changed ethanol

sensitivity compared to WT GlyRs; (ii) PMTS produced irre-

versible alcohol-like potentiation in A52C GlyRs; and (iii)

PMTS binding reduced the n-chain alcohol cutoff in A52C

GlyRs. Further studies used PMTS binding to cysteines at

positions 52 or 267 to block ethanol action at one site in order

to determine its effect at other site(s). In these situations,

ethanol caused negative modulation when acting at position

52 and positive modulation when acting at position 267. Col-

lectively, these findings parallel the evidence that established

the TM domain as a target for ethanol, suggest that positions

52 and 267 are part of the same alcohol pocket and indicate

that the net effect of ethanol on GlyR function reflects the

summation of its positive and negative modulatory effects on

different targets.

Keywords: alcohol pocket, ethanol, glycine receptor,

molecular model, propyl methanethiosulfonate, Xenopus
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Glycine and GABAA receptors (GlyRs and GABAARs) are
members of the cys-loop superfamily of ligand-gated ion
channels (LGICs) (Ortells and Lunt 1995; Xiu et al. 2005).
These LGICs have received considerable attention as puta-
tive sites of action causing the behavioral effects of ethanol
(Dietrich et al. 1999; Harris 1999; Davies et al. 2003).
Studies over the last decade identified several positions in the
transmembrane (TM) domain that play a critical role in
ethanol modulation of GlyRs and GABAARs (Mihic et al.
1997; Wick et al. 1998; Ye et al. 1998; Yamakura
et al. 1999; Ueno et al. 2000; Jenkins et al. 2001; Lobo
et al. 2006). Chimeric studies suggested that serine-267
(S267) and alanine-288 (A288) in TM segments 2 and 3 of
the a1GlyR subunit are important for allosteric modulation
by ethanol (Mihic et al. 1997). Further work found that
mutations at position 267 changed receptor sensitivity to
ethanol, altered the qualitative ethanol response from poten-

tiation to inhibition, and decreased the size of a putative
alcohol pocket (Wick et al. 1998; Ye et al. 1998). These
findings in GlyRs suggest that the TM domains play a role
in alcohol modulation of receptor function and may form part
of an alcohol pocket.

Subsequent studies tested the hypothesis that position 267
in the a1GlyR is a binding site for alcohols and anesthetics
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by combining the use of anesthetic-like propyl methanethi-
osulfonate (PMTS) with the substituted cysteine accessibility
method (Karlin and Akabas 1998; Mascia et al. 2000; Lobo
et al. 2004). The authors proposed that PMTS would
covalently bind to the substituted cysteine residue and
change the normal effect of PMTS (reversible potentiation)
to irreversible potentiation if the actions of PMTS and
alcohols result from binding at this site. As predicted,
exposing S267C GlyRs to PMTS caused irreversible poten-
tiation and, thus, supported the notion that the actions of
alcohols and anesthetics in these receptors are due to binding
in the TM domains.

Recent experiments suggest that ethanol also acts on the
extracellular domain. The initial evidence came from studies
demonstrating that a1GlyRs are more sensitive to ethanol
than are a2 GlyRs despite high sequence homology between
a1 and a2 GlyRs (Mascia et al. 1996b). This work also
found that an alanine to serine exchange at position 52
(A52S), one of the residues that differs from a1 and a2
GlyRs and located at the beginning of Loop 2 as defined by
Sixma and colleagues (Brejc et al. 2001), could eliminate the
difference in ethanol sensitivity between a1 and a2 GlyRs
(Mascia et al. 1996b). More recent studies, which found that
the A52S mutation eliminated the sensitivity of a1GlyRs to a
direct ethanol antagonist, drew further attention to the
extracellular domain as a target for ethanol action (Davies
et al. 2004). Collectively, these studies suggest that there are
multiple sites of ethanol action in a1GlyRs, with one site
located in the TM domain (e.g., position 267) and another in
the extracellular domain (e.g., position 52).

The present study tested the hypothesis that the extracel-
lular domain is a target for ethanol action in a1GlyRs. This
work also began to test the relationship between the
extracellular and TM domains in mediating the actions of
ethanol on this receptor. We accomplished this by investi-
gating the effect of cysteine mutations at positions 52 and/or
267 on a1GlyR responses to glycine, alcohols, and PMTS.

Materials and Methods

Materials

Adult female Xenopus laevis frogs were obtained from Nasco (Fort

Atkinson, WI, USA). Glycine, alcohols and alkanediols were

purchased from Sigma (St Louis, MO, USA). PMTS was purchased

from Toronto Research Chemicals Inc. (North York, Toronto,

Canada). 100 mmol/L stock solutions of PMTS in dimethyl

sulfoxide (DMSO), stored in aliquots at 4�C, were thawed and

serially diluted with buffer (DMSO £ 0.3%) immediately prior to

testing. DMSO at 0.3%, with or without glycine, had no appreciable

effect on GlyR currents in WT or mutant receptors.

Mutagenesis and Expression of Human a1GlyR Subunit cDNA

Site-directed mutagenesis in the human GlyR a1 subunit was

performed on cDNA subcloned into the pBK-CMV N/B 200 vector

using the QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, La

Jolla, CA, USA). Point mutations were verified by partial

sequencing (DNA Core Facility, University of Southern California,

USA). Xenopus laevis oocytes were isolated and injected with 1 ng

of WT or mutant A52C, S267C, or A52C–S267C a1GlyR cDNA

using procedures previously described (Davies et al. 2003, 2004).
Injected oocytes were incubated at 18�C stored in Petri dishes with

incubation medium (containing in mmol/L: KCl 2, NaCl 96, MgCl2
1, CaCl2 1, HEPES 5, theophylline 0.6, pyruvic acid 2.5, 1% horse

serum and 0.05 mg/mL gentamycin).

Electrophysiology

Electrophysiological measurements were made 1–10 days after

injection as previously described (Davies et al. 2003, 2004).

Briefly, oocytes expressing WT and mutant GlyRs were perfused

in a 100 lL volume oocyte bath with modified Barth’s saline

(MBS) ± drugs at 2.0 mL/min. MBS contains in mmol/L: 83

NaCl, 1 KCl, 10 HEPES, 0.82 MgSO4, 2.4 NaHCO3, 0.91 CaCl2
and 0.33 Ca(NO3)2 adjusted to pH 7.5. Oocytes were impaled with

two electrodes backfilled with 3 M KCl with resistances of 0.5–

3 MW and voltage clamped (–70 mV) (Warner Instruments, Model

OC-725C, Hamden, CT, USA). Currents were continuously

recorded with a strip-chart recorder (Barnstead/Thermolyne,

Dubuque, IA, USA).

GlyR agonist activation

Oocytes expressing WT or mutant a1GlyRs were exposed to glycine
(10–1000 lmol/L) for 30 s using 5–15 min washouts between

applications to ensure complete resensitization (Mascia et al.
1996a,b; Davies et al. 2004). Responses were normalized to the

maximal glycine response. Pilot experiments found that WT and

cysteine mutant GlyR responses using a 1 min glycine application

reached maximal response, which did not differ appreciably from

results using 30 s applications. Therefore, we used the shorter

application time to increase the efficiency and to minimize

desensitization at the higher glycine concentrations.

GlyR agonist modulation

We used effective concentrations of agonist producing a specified

percentage of the maximal current (ECx) in each experiment to

facilitate comparison of alcohol and PMTS effects across oocytes

and receptor subtypes, while minimizing influence by differences in

receptor expression levels (Davies et al. 2003, 2004). We used a

glycine EC2 for ethanol and hexanol experiments based on prior

studies in WT GlyRs, which showed that alcohols robustly

potentiate GlyR currents at low (EC2–10), but not high (EC50+)

glycine ECs (Mascia et al. 1996b; Davies et al. 2004). We used a

glycine EC10 with PMTS in order to facilitate comparison with

prior studies in the TM domain (Mascia et al. 2000; Lobo et al.
2004). Preliminary studies from our laboratory in WT and mutant

a1GlyRs (including A52C and S267C GlyRs) found that their

responses to ethanol did not markedly differ when tested at ECs

from 2–10.

Ethanol and hexanol

Oocytes were pre-incubated with ethanol (25–100 mmol/L) or

hexanol (30–300 lmol/L) for 60 s before co-application of EC2

glycine plus ethanol or hexanol for 30 s. Ethanol, hexanol and
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PMTS did not significantly affect holding currents of WT and A52C

GlyRs in the absence of glycine. In contrast, these agents produced

small direct effects in S267C and A52C–S267C GlyRs. Therefore,

in the latter mutants, we measured peak height from the shifted

baseline. The concentrations of ethanol tested in this study are

commonly used in electrophysiological recordings of GlyRs and

GABAARs and roughly correspond to ethanol concentrations that

cause behavioral intoxication (a blood alcohol concentration of

0.08% is approximately 17 mmol/L) and anesthesia (the minimum

alveolar concentration or MAC for ethanol is 138 mmol/L)

(Krasowski and Harrison 1999).

Single PMTS application

We used two protocols to determine the accessibility of position 52

to PMTS. Protocol 1 (open-desensitized state): Oocytes were

perfused with 30 lmol/L PMTS for 60 s before a 30 s coapplication

with EC10 glycine to test for PMTS binding under conditions in

which channels are open. Protocol 2 (resting state): Oocytes were

perfused with 30 lmol/L PMTS for 90 s in the absence of glycine to

test for PMTS binding under conditions where the channels are

closed. MBS was perfused for at least 10 min after PMTS exposure

to ensure that unbound reagent completely washed out. The

responses to EC10 glycine and/or PMTS were expressed as percent

control of the initial glycine EC10 response.

Sequential PMTS applications

We extended Protocol 1 (open-desensitized state) to include a

second PMTS exposure to test for PMTS saturation of cysteine

residues at position 52 and/or 267. EC10 glycine and/or PMTS (30–

300 lmol/L) were applied as follows, with MBS washout between

applications: (i) Glycine, (ii) PMTS preincubation/PMTS + Glycine

coapplication, (iii) Glycine, (iv) PMTS preincubation/PMTS +

Glycine coapplication, and (v) Glycine.

Sequential PMTS–ethanol applications

The sequential protocol described above was modified to isolate the

effects of ethanol on the extracellular and TM domains. This was

accomplished by using saturating concentrations of PMTS (30–

300 lmol/L depending on the mutant receptor tested) for the first

application and 100 mmol/L ethanol substituted for the second

PMTS application.

Alcohol cutoff

The n-chain alcohol cutoff refers to the failure to increase potency

as a function of increasing the n-chain alcohol (n-alcohol) length
and is thought to occur when the molecular volume of the alcohol

exceeds the finite volume of a putative alcohol pocket (Pringle

et al. 1981; Alifimoff et al. 1989; Wick et al. 1998). To investigate

whether position 52 is part of an alcohol pocket, we tested the

effects of octanol and decanol on A52C GlyRs, before and after

PMTS exposure, using the general procedures described for

sequential applications. We also tested the respective diols

(1,8-octanediol; 1,10-decanediol) to minimize confounds from

reduced solubility that occurs as the alcohol chain length increases

(Peoples and Ren 2002). We limited the concentration and range of

n-alcohols used in this study based on previous work that

established alcohol cutoff in WT and S267C GlyRs (Wick et al.
1998; Mascia et al. 2000). We counterbalanced the order of drug

presentations.

Molecular modeling

To help visualize a putative alcohol pocket that incorporated the

current findings, we built a model of the a1GlyR by threading the

human a1GlyR subunit primary sequence onto the backbone

coordinates of a template, essentially as previously described

(Trudell 2002; Trudell and Bertaccini 2004). In this case, the

template was the cryo-electron micrograph of the nicotinic acetyl-

choline receptors (nAChR) - PDB ID 2BG9 (Unwin 2005). We used

the Homology module of Insight 2005 L (Accelrys, San Diego, CA,

USA). The alignment of the extracellular domain of GlyR with

nAChR was as suggested by Sixma and coworkers (Brejc et al.
2001) and the alignment of the TM domain was as suggested by

Bertaccini (Bertaccini and Trudell 2002). Loops and gaps in the

threaded structure were generated with the same Homology module.

The resulting a1GlyR structure was refined by optimizations to a

gradient of 0.1 kcal/Å in which the backbone harmonic restraints

were successively reduced from 100 to 10, 1, and 0 kcal/Å2 using

the Discover_3 module of Insight 2005 L.

Cavities in a single subunit of the resulting model were identified

with the Binding Site Analysis module of Insight 2005 L using a 1 Å

cubic grid and default settings except for a limit on the cavity

aperture of 9 Å. The results are necessarily dependent on the choice

of grid spacing. In addition to the final cubic grid spacing of 1 Å,

cubic grid spacings of 0.5 to 1.5 Å per side were also used. The

smallest grid spacing produced interconnected cavities that had

dimensions too small to accommodate alcohols. Larger grid spacing

produced many small, but discontinuous cavities. The ability of a

cavity to accommodate an ethanol molecule is further modified by

the dynamic motion of the side chains and the ability of the protein

backbone to deform. Based on the current findings and previous

work, we chose the output shown in the Results to illustrate the

general nature and relative dimensions of the putative alcohol pocket.

Although the volume of the cavity is a function of the choice of grid

spacing, the Ca to Ca distance between A52 and S267 is taken from

the cryo-electron micrograph of the nAChR (PDB ID 2BG9).

Data analysis

Data for each experiment were obtained from oocytes from at least

two different frogs. Results are expressed as mean ± SEM. Where no

error bars are shown, they are smaller than the symbols. We used

Prism (GraphPAD Software, San Diego, CA, USA) to perform

statistical analyses using one- or two-way repeated measures ANOVA

and Bonferroni post hoc analyses. Concentration response data were

analyzed using non-linear regression

½I ¼ Imax½A�nH=ð½A�nH þ ECnH
50 Þ�

where I is the peak current recorded following application of a range

of agonist concentrations, [A]; Imax is the estimated maximum

current; EC50 is the glycine concentration required for a half-

maximal response and nH is the Hill slope.

Results

Glycine concentration response

We first tested the effect of cysteine mutations at positions 52
and/or 267 on a1GlyR glycine sensitivity and maximum
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current responses (Fig. 1). The wildtype (WT) GlyR EC50

and Hill slope for glycine agree with prior studies (Ryan
et al. 1994; Saul et al. 1994; Mascia et al. 1996b; Davies
et al. 2004). There were no significant differences between
WT and A52C GlyRs in EC50 or Hill slope (Table 1).
Therefore, the cysteine mutation at position 52 did not affect
receptor agonist sensitivity. Likewise, there was not a
significant difference between the maximal current amplitude
(Imax) in WT and A52C GlyRs.

In contrast, the Imax of S267C and A52C–S267C GlyRs
were significantly lower than for WT GlyRs. Moreover, there
was a non-significant leftward shift in glycine sensitivity in
S267C-containing mutant GlyRs. These changes are consis-
tent with prior findings with S267C (Roberts et al. 2006) and
S267Q GlyRs (Findlay et al. 2002, 2003), and suggest that
mutations at position 267 can affect agonist responses by
altering channel stability. The heterologous expression of
GlyRs in Xenopus oocytes via nuclear cDNA injection does
not provide the ability to measure channel kinetics or

determine whether differences in Imax reflect changes in
receptor expression or function. Regardless, all of the
receptors appeared to respond normally to glycine measured
via two-electrode voltage clamp.

Ethanol and hexanol concentration responses

We next tested the effect of cysteine mutations on ethanol
sensitivity (Fig. 2). Ethanol (25–100 mmol/L) potentiatedWT
GlyR function in a concentration dependent manner, which
was similar to previous reports (Davies et al. 2003, 2004;
Mascia et al. 1996b). The A52C mutation right shifted the
ethanol concentration response, which supports the notion that
position 52 is important in mediating the actions of ethanol.

Substituting cysteine for serine at position 267 changed
ethanol modulation of glycine in a1GlyRs from potentiation
to inhibition (Fig. 2c). Ethanol inhibited S267C and A52C–
S267C GlyR function in a concentration dependent manner.
The ethanol inhibition in S267C GlyRs agrees with previous
findings using 200 mmol/L ethanol in this mutant (Ye et al.
1998) and is consistent with the notion that the residue at
position 267 is important for determining ethanol responses
in GlyRs.

We tested hexanol at concentrations (30–300 lmol/L) that
were functionally equivalent to those for ethanol. The effect
of cysteine mutations on hexanol sensitivity paralleled the
effects of ethanol (Fig. 2d). Since hexanol is approximately
the same volume as PMTS, these results suggest that any
differences between ethanol and PMTS effects on GlyRs in
later studies do not reflect volume differences.

It is noteworthy that ethanol and hexanol, in the absence of
glycine, produced small outward currents in S267C (data not
shown) and A52C–S267C GlyRs (Fig. 2b). Prior studies
found that mutation at the homologous position in
GABAARs also resulted in ethanol causing direct effects
(Ueno et al. 2000). We explored possible mechanisms for the
direct effects of ethanol in a1GlyRs using strychnine and
picrotoxin on the mutant receptors in the absence of glycine
(data not shown). As expected, the GlyR antagonist strychnine
(10 lmol/L) did not alter the holding currents in S267C
GlyRs. This finding suggests that there is no obvious
contamination or receptor conformation change in S267C
GlyRs that produces ‘‘pseudo-agonist’’ induced activation in
the absence of glycine. In contrast, the channel blocker
picrotoxin (100 lmol/L) caused outward currents in S267C
GlyRs that were similar to the outward currents produced by
ethanol and hexanol in the absence of glycine. The ability of
picrotoxin to produce outward currents in S267C GlyRs
suggests that there is a small tonic chloride conductance in
receptors containing the cysteine mutation at position 267.
Co-application of ethanol and picrotoxin did not further
increase the outward currents elicited by picrotoxin. Taken
together, these findings suggest that the direct effects of
ethanol and hexanol arise through a reduction in the tonic
chloride conductance. The decreased tonic conductance

Fig. 1 There is no significant difference between wildtype and mutant

a1GlyRs in sensitivity to glycine. The curves represent non-linear

regression analysis of the glycine concentration responses in WT and

mutant a1GlyRs from 4–5 different oocytes. Each data point repre-

sents the mean ± SEM.

Table 1 Summary of non-linear regression analysis results for the

glycine concentration responses in wildtype and mutant a1GlyRs

Receptor EC50 (lmol/L) Hill Slope Imax (lA)

WT 148 ± 24 2.6 ± 0.2 20.8 ± 1.6

A52C 148 ± 16 1.9 ± 0.1 17.7 ± 1.0

S267C 111 ± 26 2.0 ± 0.4 11.8 ± 1.9*

A52C–S267C 122 ± 32 1.8 ± 0.3 6.7 ± 1.0*

EC50, Hill slope, and maximal current amplitude (Imax) are presented

as Mean ± SEM from 4–5 different oocytes (as shown in Fig. 1).

Statistical significance from WT a1GlyRs was assessed using one-

way ANOVA with Bonferroni post test. (* p < 0.05 vs. WT).
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produced by ethanol and hexanol in S267C GlyRs is likely
the result of stabilizing the closed state of the receptor and
is consistent with previous studies (Findlay et al. 2002,
2003).

Single PMTS application

We tested the hypothesis that position 52 of the a1GlyR is a
target for ethanol capable of causing alcohol-like receptor
modulation by using PMTS in cysteine substituted GlyRs.
We predicted that PMTS would cause irreversible potentia-
tion if PMTS binds to the substituted cysteine site and if the
site is capable of causing alcohol-like receptor modulation
(Karlin and Akabas 1998; Mascia et al. 2000; Lobo et al.
2004). We also evaluated whether receptor state affects the
accessibility of PMTS to cysteines substituted at position 52.

The first experiment tested for PMTS binding under
conditions in which channels are open (Protocol 1—PMTS
in the presence of glycine). We found that exposure to
30 lmol/L PMTS with EC10 glycine significantly potentiated
glycine responses inWTand A52C GlyRs (Fig. 3). Following
washout, the responses to EC10 glycine in A52C GlyRs were
significantly greater than the glycine responses prior to PMTS
exposure. In contrast, the glycine response post-washout in
WT GlyRs did not differ from the pre-PMTS response. These
findings show that PMTS causes irreversible potentiation in
A52C GlyRs, but not WT GlyRs. The absence of irreversible
potentiation in WT GlyRs indicates that potentiation by
PMTS in WT GlyRs does not result from it acting on and/or
binding to naturally occurring cysteine residues.

We also tested for PMTS binding using a protocol in
which channels are closed (Protocol 2—PMTS in the
absence of glycine). The results with this protocol were not
markedly different than the results using Protocol 1 when

(a)

(b)

(d)

(c)

Fig. 2 Cysteine substitutions in a1GlyRs produce position-specific

differences in ethanol and hexanol responses. Representative

sequential tracings (from left to right) for the (a) potentiating (WT

a1GlyR) or (b) inhibitory (a1 A52C–S267C GlyR) effects of ethanol.

A52C GlyR tracings resemble the WT GlyR and S267C GlyR tracings

resemble that shown for the A52C–S267C GlyR (data not shown). The

arrows in (b) indicate the change in holding current in response to

ethanol in A52C–S267C GlyRs and mark the point from which peak

heights were measured for these mutant GlyRs. The horizontal bars

above the tracing indicate time of glycine (lower, solid) and ethanol

(upper, slanted line interior) applications (vertical scale bar = 100 nA;

horizontal scale bar = 48 s). Ethanol concentrations are (from left to

right) 25, 50, and 100 mmol/L. The dashed horizontal line represents

the initial glycine EC2 response. The EC2 for oocytes in each receptor

subtype occurred in the following ranges (in lmol/L): WT (15–40),

A52C (20–35), S267C (10–20), and A52C–S267C (20–25). (c) Eth-

anol. Mean ± SEM percent ethanol modulation of the EC2 glycine

response for WT and mutant a1GlyRs (n = 4–8). ANOVA revealed sig-

nificant main effect of mutation [F3,58 = 61.34, p < 0.0001], a trend for

the main effect of ethanol concentration [F3,58 = 2.41, p = 0.077] and

an interaction between main effects [F9,58 = 12.35, p < 0.0001]. (d)

Hexanol. Mean ± SEM percent hexanol modulation of the EC2 glycine

response for wildtype and mutant a1GlyRs (n = 4–6). ANOVA revealed

significant main effects of mutation [F3,58 = 61.45, p < 0.0001], hex-

anol concentration [F3,58 = 11.64, p < 0.0001] and an interaction be-

tween the main effects [F9,58 = 13.09, p < 0.0001].
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PMTS was tested in the presence of glycine (data not
shown). As with Protocol 1, there was no irreversible
potentiation in WT GlyRs. The degree of irreversible
potentiation in A52C GlyR exposed to PMTS in the absence
of glycine (125.3 ± 5%, n = 5) was significantly less than
that seen with PMTS in the presence of glycine (145.9 ± 9%,
n = 5, p < 0.05 by Student’s t-test). This difference indicates
that PMTS accessibility to position 52 is greater in the open
state of the receptor than in the resting state of the receptor.
Based on these findings, subsequent experiments tested
PMTS in the presence of glycine.

Sequential PMTS applications

PMTS–PMTS (WT and A52C GlyRs)
To investigate whether 30 lmol/L PMTS exposure saturated
the cysteines at position 52, we tested sequential PMTS
applications in the presence of glycine in WT and A52C
GlyRs (Fig. 4). The first and second PMTS applications each
produced equivalent degrees of reversible potentiation in WT
GlyRs. In contrast, the first and second PMTS applications to
A52C GlyRs produced different responses. The first PMTS
application to A52C GlyRs (Fig. 4c) produced irreversible
potentiation that persisted at the same magnitude over several

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 A second exposure of A52C GlyRs to PMTS suggests multiple

sites of PMTS action in a1GlyRs. Representative sequential tracings

(from left to right) for (a) WT and (b) A52C GlyRs. Horizontal bars

above the tracing indicate time of glycine (lower, solid) and 30 lmol/L

PMTS (upper, open) applications (vertical scale bar = 500 nA; hori-

zontal scale bar = 48 s). The dashed horizontal line represents the

initial glycine EC10 response. (c) Mean ± SEM percent control glycine

response for WT and A52C GlyRs (n = 4). The gray shaded boxes

indicate GlyR responses in the presence of PMTS. There were sig-

nificant main effects of treatment [F5,35 = 17.79, p < 0.0001], mutation

[F1,35 = 6.88, p < 0.05] and an interaction between main effects

[F5,35 = 7.49, p < 0.0001]. (* p < 0.05 vs. control glycine EC10

response, � p < 0.05 vs. residual effect of PMTS).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3 PMTS exposure in the presence of glycine irreversibly poten-

tiates A52C GlyRs. Representative sequential tracings (from left to

right) for (a) WT and (b) A52C GlyRs. Horizontal bars above the

tracing indicate time of glycine (lower, solid) and 30 lmol/L PMTS

(upper, open) applications (vertical scale bar = 500 nA; horizontal

scale bar = 48 s). The dashed horizontal line represents the initial

glycine EC10 response. (c) Mean ± SEM percent control glycine re-

sponse for WT and A52C GlyRs (n = 5). The gray shaded box indi-

cates GlyR responses in the presence of PMTS. There was a

significant main effect of treatment [F2,12 = 17.98, p < 0.0001], a trend

for the main effect of mutation [F1,12 = 5.57, p = 0.056] and an inter-

action between main effects [F2,12 = 11.15, p < 0.01]. (* p < 0.05 vs.

control glycine EC10 response).
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washouts and glycine applications. The second PMTS
application to A52C GlyRs produced significant, reversible
potentiation over and above the irreversible potentiation from
the first PMTS exposure. The complete reversibility of the
second PMTS application on A52C GlyRs suggests that the
first exposure to 30 lmol/L PMTS saturated all cysteines at
position 52. The reversible potentiation suggests that position
52 is not the only site in a1GlyRs that causes PMTS
potentiation.

PMTS–PMTS concentration response
To investigate the possibility that PMTS acts on sites in the
extracellular and TM domains, we tested the effects of
sequential applications of a single PMTS concentration (30–
300 lmol/L) to individual oocytes expressing WT or mutant
GlyRs (Fig. 5). This protocol also further investigated the
PMTS concentration necessary to saturate the substituted
cysteines in these mutant GlyRs.

WT GlyRs
The first and second PMTS applications reversibly potenti-
ated WT GlyR function in a concentration dependent manner
(Fig. 5a). The degree of potentiation did not differ between
the first and second PMTS applications.

A52C GlyRs
The first PMTS application potentiated A52C GlyR
responses in a concentration dependent manner similar to
WT (Fig. 5b). Subsequent tests with glycine revealed that
the initial responses to high PMTS concentrations reflected
both irreversible and reversible components and that the

magnitude of the irreversible component was the same for
all PMTS concentrations. This lack of a concentration
response in the degree of irreversible PMTS potentiation
confirms that 30 lmol/L PMTS saturates the cysteine
substitutions at position 52. In contrast to the irreversible
component, the reversible component of the PMTS
response was concentration dependent. The response to a
second PMTS application produced results similar to those
seen following the first PMTS application. Together, these
findings suggest that PMTS has multiple sites of action in
GlyRs – one at position 52 (irreversible component) and at
least one at another target (reversible component).

S267C GlyRs
The PMTS responses of S267C GlyRs were similar overall
to those in A52C GlyRs, but there were some important
distinctions (Fig. 5c). As in A52C GlyRs, the first PMTS
application potentiated S267C GlyR responses in a concen-
tration dependent manner. The degree of PMTS potentiation
was several-fold greater in S267C GlyRs than in WT or
A52C GlyRs, which suggests that the cysteine substitution at
position 267 affects PMTS efficacy at this site. In contrast to
A52C GlyRs, the degree of the irreversible component seen
after washout was concentration dependent. Exposure to 300
lmol/L PMTS caused potentiation with both irreversible and
reversible components. The response to a second PMTS
application produced results similar to those seen following
the first application. The second 300 lmol/L PMTS appli-
cation did not increase the degree of irreversible potentiation,
which indicates that binding to the cysteine substitutions at
position 267 reached saturation with 300 lmol/L PMTS.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5 Concurrent activation of positions 52 and 267 by PMTS is

sufficient to explain all of the effects of PMTS on a1GlyRs. Mean ±

SEM percent control glycine response for WT and mutant a1GlyRs

(n = 4–10). Note that the graphs for (a) and (b) are presented on an

expanded scale to facilitate interpretation of the PMTS concentration

response in WT and A52C GlyRs. The gray shaded boxes indicate

GlyR responses in the presence of PMTS. (a) WT GlyRs: There was a

significant main effect of treatment [F4,48 = 24.66, p < 0.0001], but

there was not a significant main effect of PMTS concentration [F3,48 =

2.064, p > 0.05] nor an interaction between main effects [F12,48 = 1.45,

p > 0.05]. (b) A52C GlyRs: There were significant main effects of

treatment [F4,64 = 68.31, p < 0.0001], a trend for the main effect of

PMTS concentration [F3,64 = 3.00, p = 0.061] and an interaction

between main effects [F12,64 = 3.23, p < 0.01]. (c) S267C GlyRs:

There were significant main effects of treatment [F4,80 = 70.21,

p < 0.0001], PMTS concentration [F3,80=20.2, p < 0.0001] and an

interaction between main effects [F12,80 = 14.72, p < 0.0001]. (d)

A52C–S267C GlyRs: There were significant main effects of treatment

[F4,60 = 44.56, p < 0.0001], PMTS concentration [F3,60 = 15.7,

p < 0.0001] and an interaction between main effects [F12,60 = 12.91,

p < 0.0001]. (* p < 0.05 vs. control glycine EC10 response, � p < 0.05

vs. residual effect of PMTS; Statistical significance between treatment

groups is indicated only for 300 lmol/L PMTS).
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Together, these findings further support the notion that PMTS
has multiple sites of action in GlyRs – one at position 267
(irreversible component) and at least one at other targets
including position 52 (reversible component).

A52C–S267C GlyRs
The overall responses of A52C–S267C GlyRs to PMTS were
similar to A52C and S267C GlyRs, with one major
difference (Fig. 5d). As with both single mutants, the first
PMTS application potentiated A52C–S267C GlyR responses
in a concentration dependent manner. PMTS potentiation in
the double mutant, as with S267C GlyRs, was several-fold
greater than in WT or A52C GlyRs. Like S267C GlyRs, the
degree of irreversible potentiation seen after washout in the
double mutant was concentration dependent. Unlike either of
the single mutations, neither the first nor second PMTS
application produced reversible potentiation at any concen-
tration tested. The second 300 lmol/L PMTS application did
not increase the degree of irreversible potentiation, which
indicates that binding to the cysteine substitutions at
positions 52 and 267 reached saturation with 300 lmol/L
PMTS. These findings in WT and mutant GlyRs suggest that
PMTS acts at positions 52 and 267. The lack of a reversible
component to the PMTS potentiation in A52C–S267C GlyRs
indicates that all of the effects of PMTS result from action at
these two targets and suggested that the same might hold true
for ethanol.

PMTS–ethanol
To isolate the effects of ethanol acting on positions 52
and/or 267, we tested the effects of sequential applications
of PMTS followed by 100 mmol/L ethanol in WT and
mutant GlyRs (Fig. 6). We reasoned that PMTS would
bind to and saturate all cysteine substituted residues,
produce maximal irreversible potentiation, and would
effectively block further modulation through these bound

sites. Subsequent ethanol applications would be active and
produce reversible effects only if there were sites of action
still available that were not bound or sterically hindered by
PMTS binding to the substituted cysteine. The nature of
the reversible response would reflect the effects of ethanol
on the remaining sites.

WT GlyRs
The pattern of responses to sequential applications of PMTS
followed by 100 mmol/L ethanol in WT GlyRs was essen-
tially the same as found with sequential PMTS applications.
PMTS and ethanol each reversibly potentiated WT GlyR
function (Fig. 6a).

A52C GlyRs
PMTS exposure caused irreversible potentiation in A52C
GlyRs (Fig. 6b). Subsequent ethanol exposure produced
significant, reversible potentiation over and above the
irreversible potentiation from the initial PMTS exposure.
These findings in A52C GlyRs indicate that PMTS binding
to cysteines substituted at position 52 does not prevent
further modulation by ethanol and are consistent with the
notion that ethanol causes potentiation by acting on other
targets like position 267.

S267C GlyRs
PMTS exposure caused irreversible potentiation in S267C
GlyRs (Fig. 6c). Subsequent 100 mmol/L ethanol exposure
reversibly reduced the magnitude of the irreversible poten-
tiation from the initial PMTS exposure (negative modula-
tion). These findings in S267C GlyRs indicate that: (i) PMTS
binding to cysteines substituted at position 267 does not
prevent further modulation by ethanol; (ii) ethanol acts at
sites other than those activated by PMTS binding at position
267; and (iii) ethanol acting on these other sites causes
negative modulation of the receptor.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 6 PMTS binding to cysteines substituted at position 52 and/or

267 reveals position-specific negative and positive modulation by

ethanol in a1GlyRs. Mean ± SEM percent control glycine response for

(a.) WT and (b–d) mutant a1GlyRs (n = 4–9). The shaded boxes

indicate GlyR responses in the presence of saturating concentrations

of PMTS as shown in Fig. 5 (30 lmol/L for WT and A52C GlyRs,

300 lmol/L for S267C and A52C–S267C GlyRs) (gray) or 100 mmol/L

ethanol (yellow). There were significant main effects of treatment [F4,76

= 65.31, p < 0.0001], mutation [F3,76 = 19.43, p < 0.0001] and an

interaction between main effects [F12,76 = 18.95, p < 0.0001].

(* p < 0.05 vs. control glycine EC10 response, � p < 0.05 vs. residual

effect of PMTS).
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A52C–S267C GlyRs
PMTS exposure caused irreversible potentiation in A52C–
S267C GlyRs (Fig. 6d). Subsequent ethanol exposure caused
negative modulation. These results are similar to those with
S267C GlyRs, but the magnitude of negative modulation by
ethanol in the PMTS-exposed double mutant was signifi-
cantly less than in PMTS-exposed S267C GlyRs (Fig. 6c
vs d , p < 0.05 by Student’s t-test). Therefore, blocking the
negative modulation by ethanol acting on position 52
reduced the extent of negative modulation by ethanol, but
did not eliminate it. The ability of ethanol to cause negative
modulation when access to positions 52 and 267 is blocked
or sterically hindered suggests that there is at least one other
target for ethanol in GlyRs that can function independently
from positions 52 and 267 to produce net negative modu-
lation.

Alcohol cutoff
Prior work found that PMTS binding to cysteine substituted
residues at position 267 reduced the alcohol cutoff in GlyRs
from between decanol and dodecanol (Mascia et al. 1996a,
2000) to below octanol, but did not alter WT GlyR cutoff
(Mascia et al. 2000). These findings were taken to support
the hypothesis that residues in the TM domain of a1GlyRs
represent part of an alcohol pocket. We hypothesized that
position 52 in Loop 2 of the extracellular domain is also part
of an alcohol pocket. If true, then PMTS binding to cysteines
substituted at position 52 should also decrease the alcohol
cutoff.

To test the notion that position 52 is part of an alcohol
pocket, we studied the effects of n-alcohols on A52C GlyRs
before and after PMTS exposure (Fig. 7). Octanol and
decanol each produced significant reversible potentiation
when applied prior to PMTS in A52C GlyRs (Fig. 7a). As
expected, PMTS produced irreversible potentiation in A52C
GlyRs when applied after the alcohols (data not shown).
Following PMTS exposure, octanol, but not decanol, caused
significant reversible potentiation in PMTS-exposed A52C
GlyRs (Fig. 7a). This loss of decanol potency in PMTS-
exposed A52C GlyRs indicates that PMTS binding to
cysteines substituted at position 52 reduced the n-alcohol
cutoff in these receptors.

We also tested alkanediols (diols) in order to investigate
the possibility that the reduced decanol potency following
PMTS exposure reflected its lower solubility compared to
octanol (Peoples and Ren 2002). The responses by the diols
paralleled those observed with n-alcohols of the same length
(Fig. 7b). The higher concentrations of decanediol produced
some potentiation when applied after PMTS, but the
maximal level of potentiation plateaued at a significantly
lower level than for decanediol applied before PMTS.
Therefore, the diol findings are consistent with the notion
that PMTS binding at position 52 reduces the size of an
alcohol pocket.

Molecular modeling
The Binding Site Analysis module of Insight 2005 L
explored the a1GlyR subunit and found several cavities.
However, not all the cavities found meet the criteria set by
the experimental evidence. The largest cavity fulfills these
criteria and is shown in Fig. 8. This pocket extends from the
S267 residue in the TM domain, through the interface
between the TM and extracellular domains, and ends at
residue A52 in Loop 2 of the extracellular domain, with
approximately 28Å separating the Ca atoms of A52 and
S267. The interconnected sections of the pocket are large
enough to accommodate ethanol and to allow its passage
between these regions. The ability of the A52C–S267C
double mutant to gate currents and bind PMTS is consistent

Fig. 7 PMTS exposure in a1 (A52C) GlyRs reduces the alcohol cutoff.

(a) Alcohols and (b) Alkanediols. Mean ± SEM percent potentiation of

EC10 glycine response before (white bars) and after (black bars)

exposure to 30 lmol/L PMTS (n = 4–6). (* p < 0.05 Pre-PMTS vs.

Post-PMTS by Student’s t-test).
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with there being enough distance between positions 52 and
267 to prevent spontaneous disulfide linkage between the
cysteine substitutions.

Discussion

The focus of the present investigation on the extracellular
domain of a1GlyRs marks a departure from prior studies
which implicate the TM domain as the initial target for
ethanol action (Mihic et al. 1997; Wick et al. 1998; Ye et al.
1998; Yamakura et al. 1999; Ueno et al. 2000; Jenkins et al.
2001; Lobo et al. 2006). The limited studies to date in the
extracellular domain found that mutations at position 52 in
Loop 2 change ethanol sensitivity, alter sensitivity to an
ethanol antagonist and can eliminate the subunit-dependent
differences in ethanol sensitivity between a1 and a2 GlyRs
(Mascia et al. 1996b; Davies et al. 2004). These initial
findings support the notion that ethanol also acts on the
extracellular domain.

The current investigation adds two key elements to the
evidence supporting the extracellular domain as an ethanol
target. First, this work employed cysteine mutagenesis at
position 52 in a1GlyRs to show that PMTS binding to this
site caused irreversible alcohol-like potentiation. These
results demonstrate a cause-effect relationship between
action on a site in the extracellular domain and alcohol-like
GlyR modulation. Second, PMTS binding to cysteines
substituted at position 52 in A52C GlyRs decreased the
alcohol cutoff. The cutoff reduction suggests that the

extracellular domain contributes to an alcohol pocket.
Collectively, these findings with position 52 of the a1GlyR
parallel findings that established the TM domain as a target
for ethanol and indicate that ethanol acts on targets in both
the TM and extracellular domains.

Our findings also suggest differences in the responses to
ethanol at targets in the extracellular and TM domains in
a1GlyRs. Ethanol potentiated WT and A52C GlyR function,
but inhibited agonist action in S267C and A52C–S267C
GlyRs. In contrast, PMTS caused potentiation in all receptors
tested. The differences between PMTS and ethanol do not
appear to reflect the differences in their volumes since
hexanol results paralleled those of ethanol. Together, these
findings with PMTS and ethanol suggest that the responses to
anesthetics, per se, in WT GlyRs vary by agent (e.g., ethanol
vs. PMTS), position (e.g., position 52 vs. 267), and possibly
domain (e.g., extracellular vs. TM).

We tested these notions by using PMTS, in combination
with cysteine mutations, to isolate PMTS and ethanol effects
on putative sites of action in the extracellular and TM
domains. We reasoned that PMTS binding to a cysteine-
substituted residue would prevent further modulation at that
site and, thus, would reveal the nature of the PMTS or
ethanol effects through action on other targets that can
function independently from the site to which PMTS binds.
This approach is analogous to using specific receptor
antagonists to help isolate and characterize the action of
ligands at different sites.

From this perspective, our findings provide evidence that
PMTS and ethanol cause different responses in a1GlyRs
when their access to position 52 and/or 267 is blocked or
sterically hindered. PMTS acting at either position 52
(extracellular domain) or 267 (TM domain) caused revers-
ible potentiation when the other target was blocked. PMTS
did not have an effect in the double mutant when access to
both positions was blocked. Together, these findings
indicate that: (i) PMTS causes potentiation when it acts
on position 52 or 267; and (ii) PMTS acting on positions 52
and 267 accounts for all of the effects of PMTS on WT
a1GlyR function.

In contrast to PMTS, the characteristics of the ethanol
response depended on whether the initial PMTS exposure
blocked access to position 52 and/or 267 in a1GlyRs. When
position 52 was blocked, ethanol caused reversible potenti-
ation, which suggests that ethanol acting on other targets
(e.g., position 267) produces positive modulation. On the
other hand, when position 267 was blocked, ethanol caused
reversible inhibition, which suggests that ethanol acting on
other targets (e.g., position 52) produces negative modula-
tion. Interestingly, when positions 52 and 267 were both
blocked, ethanol caused a small, but significant, amount of
reversible negative modulation. This small amount of
residual negative modulation in the double mutant GlyR
indicates that positions 52 and 267 do not account for all of

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Molecular model of an a1GlyR subunit with the alcohol pocket

highlighted. (a) Full subunit. The backbone atoms of one a1GlyR

subunit are shown as a yellow ribbon. Residues A52 and S267 are

rendered as space-filling surfaces and atoms are colored red, black,

white, and blue for oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, respect-

ively. The largest cavity found by the Binding Site Analysis module of

Insight 2005 L is shown with a red surface. (b) Zoom view. The area

enclosed by a rectangle in (a) is expanded to provide a view of the

interface of the two domains. The Ca atoms of A52 and S267 are

separated by approximately 28 Å.
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the effects of ethanol and that ethanol acting on the
remaining site(s) causes negative modulation.

The aforementioned ethanol effects in PMTS-exposed WT
and mutant GlyRs provide insight into the respective actions
of ethanol on positions 52 and 267. Ethanol produced
negative modulation when its action on position 267 was
blocked by PMTS exposure in S267C GlyRs. The degree of
negative modulation produced by ethanol decreased when
both position 52 and 267 were blocked in the double mutant.
These findings in S267C and A52C–S267C GlyRs suggest
that ethanol acting on position 52 causes negative modula-
tion. If true, then one would predict that blocking ethanol
action on position 52 in A52C GlyRs would increase the
degree of positive modulation versus WT GlyRs. The
findings confirm this prediction and further support the
conclusion that ethanol acting on position 52 produces
negative modulation. Parallel evidence supports the notion
that ethanol acting on position 267 produces positive
modulation.

These ethanol findings in PMTS-exposed WT and mutant
GlyRs are consistent with at least three functionally different
targets for ethanol action in GlyRs: (i) Position 267 in the
TM domain (ethanol-induced positive modulation); (ii)
Position 52 in Loop 2 of the extracellular domain (ethanol-
induced negative modulation); and (iii) One or more other
sites (net ethanol-induced negative modulation) that may
include residues near positions 52 and 267 not sterically
hindered by PMTS binding. Collectively, these findings
suggest that the net ethanol effect on WT GlyRs represents
the summation of positive and negative modulatory effects
on multiple targets.

These conclusions are unexpected. Therefore it is import-
ant to consider alternative explanations for the findings. For
example, the proposed negative modulation could reflect
conformational changes induced by mutation or by PMTS
binding to cysteine substitutions at positions 52 and/or 267.
These conformational changes in the receptor could alter
interactions between these and other sites, which in turn,
could change responses to allosteric modulators in a manner
not consistent with responses at specific sites in WT GlyRs.
The present and previous findings (Ye et al. 1998), which
demonstrate that mutating positions 52 and 267 can alter the
ethanol response of a1GlyRs in the presence and absence of
glycine, are consistent with the latter possibility. However,
the congruence of findings would be difficult to explain
simply by mutation-induced conformational changes in
receptor function. For example, the concept that ethanol
acting on position 52 causes negative modulation is suppor-
ted by a combination of findings in WT and mutant GlyRs,
with different responses to ethanol and PMTS, that are
unlikely to reflect coincidental changes in receptor function.
Nevertheless, further studies are necessary to explore these
and other possible alternative explanations to the present
findings.

The contention that ethanol causes opposing actions on
different targets within a receptor is supported by previous
findings in the TM region of GlyRs (Ye et al. 1998). This
prior study found an inverse linear relationship between the
effects of ethanol on GlyR function and the molecular
volume of amino acid substitutions at position 267, with a
crossover from potentiation to inhibition at isoleucine. It was
suggested that this switch in ethanol response reflected solely
a crossover in the ethanol response at position 267.
Subsequent studies with the S267Q mutation supported this
hypothesis and suggested that the mutation changed ethanol
from a positive to a negative allosteric modulator (Findlay
et al. 2002, 2003). The present findings suggest that the
crossover in ethanol effect with mutation of position 267
could result from changes in the summed response to ethanol
action on multiple sites. For example, progressive increases
in the molecular volume of the substitution at position 267
could reduce the degree of ethanol-induced positive modu-
lation at a given concentration to the point where it reveals
the negative modulation by ethanol acting on position 52
and/or other targets. Further research is necessary to
investigate these scenarios. Regardless, the present findings
add a new dimension to interpreting the relationship between
structure and function in the actions of ethanol on GlyRs and
other LGICs.

Prior studies support the concept that ethanol may have
multiple targets with different responses in the same receptor
protein. Propanethiol binding to cysteine substitutions
revealed changes in n-alcohol modulation consistent with
an excitatory site and an inhibitory site in the TM2 region of
nAChRs (Borghese et al. 2003). In contrast to the present
findings in GlyRs, the excitatory and inhibitory sites in
nAChRs were on adjacent positions in the same domain.
Similarly, recent studies with a TM mutation suggest positive
and negative modulatory sites for isoflurane in GABAARs
(Hall et al. 2005). Moreover, the present findings with
ethanol parallel the excitatory and inhibitory responses of
GlyRs to low and high Zn++ concentrations, which are
believed to result from its action at different sites on the
receptor (Laube et al. 1995). Together, the evidence suggests
that LGICs in general may have both positive and negative
modulatory targets for ethanol and that these targets may
reside in either or both the extracellular and TM domains.

The present study identifies a new question: Are the
putative sites of ethanol action in the TM and extracellular
domains of a1GlyRs part of a single alcohol pocket? We
addressed this question by investigating the effects of PMTS
binding to cysteines substituted at positions 52 (extracellular
domain) and/or 267 (TM domain) on the alcohol cutoff. We
postulated that at least one of these ethanol targets must be in
the pocket that determines the WT GlyR cutoff. If each site is
part of a separate pocket, then reaction of one site with
PMTS should alter the WT cutoff, but reaction of the other
site should not. Previous studies found that WT a1GlyRs
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have a cutoff between decanol and dodecanol and that PMTS
binding to cysteines substituted at position 267 reduced the
cutoff to below octanol (Mascia et al. 1996a, 2000). We
found that PMTS binding to cysteines substituted at position
52 reduced the cutoff to between octanol and decanol. PMTS
binding to cysteines substituted at both position 52 and 267
appeared to reduce the cutoff to below hexanol (sensitive to
ethanol, but not PMTS as shown in Figs. 5d and 6d).
Therefore, the cutoff findings indicate that neither positions
52 nor 267 belong to a separate pocket that can independ-
ently account for the WT cutoff.

The present findings do not eliminate the possibility that
positions 52 and 267 are in separate pockets; however there
is no experimental evidence to support this alternative. It is
also possible that a pocket involving positions 52 and 267
could extend between subunits, but this possibility is not
consistent with the orientation of position 267, in which the
residue side chain faces into the subunit (Xu and Akabas
1996). Therefore, the available evidence supports the
notion that position 52 of the extracellular domain and
position 267 in the TM domain are part of the same
alcohol pocket.

Collectively, the present study provides evidence that the
extracellular and TM domains are targets for ethanol action
in a1GlyRs and that positions 52 and 267 in the extracellular
and TM domains, respectively, are part of a single alcohol
pocket. Given that this pocket contains sites capable of
producing ethanol effects, we describe the pocket as an
ethanol ‘‘action pocket’’ to distinguish it from classical
binding sites, which have higher affinity for their substrates.
Taking these findings and previous work into consideration,
molecular modeling of the a1GlyR revealed a cavity that
extends approximately 28 Å from the Ca atoms of A52 to
S267 that could function as this alcohol action pocket. The
interconnected sections of the pocket are large enough to
accommodate ethanol and to allow its passage between these
regions. The proposed pocket could hold several ethanol
molecules and fewer larger alcohols. The estimated distance
between position 52 and 267 (28 Å) likely precludes action
by one ethanol molecule at both sites simultaneously, and
suggests that at low concentrations, ethanol can enter and
move in the pocket without touching one of these action
sites. As the concentration of ethanol increases, the probab-
ility that ethanol molecule(s) will be acting on one or more of
these sites at a given moment increases. The net response to
ethanol on receptor function will represent the summation of
the actions of ethanol on these targets. This putative alcohol
action pocket is consistent with the reduced electron density
seen in cryo-electron micrographs of nAChRs (Unwin 2005)
and with the intertwined loops in our previous molecular
models (Trudell 2002; Trudell and Bertaccini 2004). Further
study is necessary to investigate the model, to map the role of
other extracellular domain residues (within and outside of
Loop 2) in the actions of ethanol, to discover if other alcohol

action pockets exist, and to investigate whether the present
findings generalize to other LGICs.
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